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Power
Express it with the

of Typography!
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 =  Blind Screen reader= = 



= Screen reader Technical =  



≠ Technical Designer=  ≠  



≠ Designer  ≠  A11y
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1.1 Bneeds to make type 
accessible to theseWHO ?



ME



ME YOU



Sans-serif is the best

Use Comic Sans

Make it high contrast

Ridiculous spacing
It has to look the same

It has to look boring

It has to look ugly

The biggest font sizes

Too many stupid rules!



A11Y



FONT
What the

A11Yis

?



LEGIBILITYandREADABILITY



READABILITY
is making text pleasant to read



LEGIBILITY
is about character recognition



1 It has to 
look boring

a11y myth



Range
It’s a



Font Follows

Feeling



In logos, headlines or other big short text

Be eXpReSsIvE 
& HaVe FuN!



Don’t use very stylized fonts for reading text

Oranmentic fonts won’t work for 
more than one line of large text



Function
Font Follows



lI5SO10
Enter your password

Don’t let people guess in critical situations



Enter your password

lI5SO10 
Make it absolutely clear when it has to be



Expressive
Know when to be

and when not.



Pick the right category for body text

Sans Slab Serif
y y y



They take my 
serifs away2
a11y myth



Sans Serifor



euroblind.org/publications-and-resources/guidelines

1 
 

 

EBU CLEAR PRINT GUIDELINES 

Thank you for downloading the EBU clear print guidelines for producing 
information that is also legible for persons with reduced vision.  

This document offers basic principles with good practice examples that you 
can easily apply in all your printed and electronic communication activities. 

Making your texts accessible benefits people with sight loss as well as a far 
wider audience: the general public. By implementing the principles of 
Inclusive Design (also called Universal Design) you too can make an 
important contribution to a more accessible and inclusive society! 

 



euroblind.org/publications-and-resources/guidelines

6 
 

First, a good example: black text on white background, followed by a bad 
example: yellow text on white background: 

Printed or digital text is clearer when in black and white. 

 

Printed or digital text becomes invisible when in a non-contrasting colour.  

 

1.3 Font family/type  

Choose standard fonts with easily recognizable upper and lower case 
characters, without serifs (sans serif).  

Arial, Verdana, Helvetica are good choices.  

Do not use complicated or decorative fonts, serif fonts such as Times new 
Roman, nor handwriting type fonts.  

Below an illustration of a good font type, followed by examples of fonts you 
should avoid: 

Arial is a good choice  

Avoid Times New Roman type fonts and handwriting type fonts    

1.4 Font size  

Keep text in a large font, preferably between 14pt - 16pt - 18pt Arial or 
similar. Note that, depending on the font type you choose, you may need to 
adapt the pt value to match the Arial 14-16-18 sizes. 

Below two illustrations. First a good font size example, followed by a size 
you should avoid: 

Arial 16 is a good font size  

Arial 9 is a too small font size     
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 But I love serifs! 



Il1 Il1 Il1

Clear character recognition

y

Inclusive Sans 
Easy to differentiate

Arial 
Not very clear

Gill Sans 
Unclear

m n



esca

Letter shapes are open

esca esca
m

Fira Sans 
Very open shapes

Inter 
Quite closed shapes

Neue Helvetica 
Closed shapes

y n



Letter shapes are open

esca esca



Letter shapes are open

escaesca
escaesca

Fira Sans is more legible 
in small sizes

Neue Helvetica is harder 
to read in small sizes



rn rn rn

Letter combinations work

y

Newsreader 
Easy to differentiate

Arial 
Not very clear

Times New Roman 
Unclear

m n



Check the following

Il1
eco 0OC
turn tum

Il1
eco 0OC
turn tum

Il1
eco 0OC
turn tum

Arial Inclusive Sans PT Serif



Check the following

Arial Inclusive Sans PT Serif



Check the following

Il1
eco 0OC
turn tum

Il1
eco 0OC
turn tum

Il1
eco 0OC
turn tum

Arial Inclusive Sans PT Serif

Il1
eco 0OC
turn tum

Il1
eco 0OC
turn tum

Il1
eco 0OC
turn tum

Sucks!



+ Traditional vibes 

+ Better flow 

+ for trained readers

+ Modern vibes 

+ Characters recognition 

+ Less advanced readers

Sans Seriforand



Theme
Pick what fits your 

then check the features









 Comic Sans! 



I should use 3
a11y myth

Comic Sans



3Open Dyslexic

A11Y MYTH

I should use 



I have to make 
my design ugly



Dyslexia
is a learning difficulty



dbqp dbqp dbqp

Avoid mirrored letters

n

Arial 
Mirrored shapes

Comic Sans 
No exact mirrors

Open Dyslexic 
No exact mirrors

y y



dbqp dbqp dbqp

Avoid mirrored letters

m

Atkinson Hyperlegible 
db mirrored

Newsreader 
No exact mirrors

Shantell Sans 
No exact mirrors

y y



The Readability Group, https://youtu.be/h8IOqUl1zII

Perform better for dyslexic 
traits, but still poor

https://youtu.be/h8IOqUl1zII


This just looks broken

set in Open Dyslexic



pimpmytype.com/talk06

http://pimpmytype.com/talk06


READABILITY
is making text pleasant to read



THE BEST, MOST LEGIBLE 
T Y P E F A C E B E C O M E S 
U S E L E S S , I F Y O U R U I N 
R E A D A B I L I T Y B Y 
TYPESETTING IT HORRIBLY.



THE BEST, MOST LEGIBLE 
TYPEFACE BECOMES 
USELESS, IF YOU RUIN 
READABILITY BY 
TYPESETTING IT HORRIBLY.

Don’t justify text



THE BEST, MOST LEGIBLE 
TYPEFACE BECOMES 
USELESS, IF YOU RUIN 
READABILITY BY 
TYPESETTING IT HORRIBLY.

Underline sparingly



The best, most legible 
typeface becomes useless, 
if you ruin readability by 
typesetting it horribly.

Avoid all caps



The best, most legible 
typeface becomes useless, 
if you ruin readability by 
typesetting it horribly.

Italicize sparingly



Make it 
high contrast4
a11y myth





???



1.64:1
AA 3:1 (large text)n



3:1
AA 3:1 large texty



 WCAG ya’ll! 



 WCAG ya’ll! 



 It’s the LAW  



w3.org/TR/WCAG22/#perceivable

Information and user interface 
components must be presentable 
to users in ways they can perceive.

1. Perceivable

https://www.w3.org/TR/WCAG22/#perceivable


1.4.1 Use of Color 

1.4.3 Contrast (Minimum)

Success Criteria



pmty.pe/color-contrast

Color Contrast Cheat Sheet 
WCAG 2.2 Level AA, minimum 





#80888F 3.59:1
AA 4.5:1n



4.5:1
AA 4.5:1y

#74777A



1.77:1
AA 4.5:1n



4.51:1 12.14:1
AAy 4.5:1 AAy 4.5:1



Care about minimum contrast, 
and always use a tool to check it.



Care about minimum contrast, 
and always use a tool to check it.



Even with the right contrast, text 
is not accessible if it is too small.



Even with the right contrast, text 
is not accessible if it is too small.

13:1I have use 
big font sizes



I have use 
big font sizes5
a11y myth



But is this really not accessible?



1.4.3 Contrast (Minimum) 

1.4.4 Resize Text 

Success Criteria



But is this really not accessible?



But is this really not accessible?

y 200% of the original size 
without loss of content or functionality



Type Type
Large x-height 

(Roboto)
Small x-height 
(Josefin Sans)

72% 52%



Type Type

In small sizes, type with larger x-height seems larger



Abc

Abc
Abc

Abc



Abc Abc Abc Abc

The font size should be adjusted to the reader’s distance from the device



Bigger text on bigger screens, maybe slightly smaller text on small screens

Abc Abc Abc Abc

150% 120% 100% 90%



1 rem = 16 px
Don’t go below 12 px



There is no minimum font size, but use  
at least 1 rem or 16 px for body text.



Use ridiculous 
spacing6
a11y myth



Depends on font, style, size 

Depends on font, style, size 

Depends on font, style, size 



Depends on font, style, size 

Depends on font, style, size 

Depends on font, style, size 

Letter spacing for Arial

0%

0%

0%



Depends on font, style, size 

Depends on font, style, size 

Depends on font, style, size 

Letter spacing for Arial

0%

+2%

+4%



Depends on font, style, size 

Depends on font, style, size 

Depends on font, style, size 

Letter spacing for Atkinson Hyperlegible

0%

0%

0%



Depends on font, style, size 

Depends on font, style, size 

Depends on font, style, size -1%

0%

+2%

Letter spacing for Atkinson Hyperlegible



The ideal line is around 60 to 80 characters long. This is mostly based on conventions, so 
keep your paragraphs at this max width. Now for the line height, a good rule of thumb is 
that the longer the lines get, the larger the line height should be. However, the shorter the 
line is, the smaller the line height can become. A good rule of thumb is to make it roughly 
1.5 times the font size and then adjust it accordingly.

Line length

Very long lines are unpleasant to read

95 characters



The ideal line is around 60 to 80 characters long. This is mostly based 
on conventions, so keep your paragraphs at this max width. Now for 
the line height, a good rule of thumb is that the longer the lines get, 
the larger the line height should be. However, the shorter the line is, 
the smaller the line height can become. A good rule of thumb is to 
make it roughly 1.5 times the font size and then adjust it accordingly.

Line length

Add a max-width to your body text

71 characters



The ideal line is around 60 to 80 characters long. This is mostly based 
on conventions, so keep your paragraphs at this max width. Now for 
the line height, a good rule of thumb is that the longer the lines get, 
the larger the line height should be. However, the shorter the line is, 
the smaller the line height can become. A good rule of thumb is to 
make it roughly 1.5 times the font size and then adjust it accordingly.

Line-height

A tight line height for long lines seems crowded

0.8



The ideal line is around 60 to 80 characters long. This is mostly based 

on conventions, so keep your paragraphs at this max width. Now for 

the line height, a good rule of thumb is that the longer the lines get, 

the larger the line height should be. However, the shorter the line is, 

the smaller the line height can become. A good rule of thumb is to 

make it roughly 1.5 times the font size and then adjust it accordingly.

Line-height

A larger line-height can cause your text to loose cohesion

2.0



The ideal line is around 60 to 80 characters long. This is mostly based 

on conventions, so keep your paragraphs at this max width. Now for 

the line height, a good rule of thumb is that the longer the lines get, 

the larger the line height should be. However, the shorter the line is, 

the smaller the line height can become. A good rule of thumb is to 

make it roughly 1.5 times the font size and then adjust it accordingly.

Line-height

1.4 to 1.5 is often a good value for that line length

1.4



The ideal line is around 60 to 80 

characters long. This is mostly 

based on conventions, so keep 

your paragraphs at this max 

width. Now for the line height, a 

good rule of thumb is that the 

longer the lines get, the larger 

the line height should be. 

However, the shorter the line is, 

the smaller the line height can 

become. A good rule of thumb is 

to make it roughly 1.5 times the 

Line-height

What worked for longer lines, 
is too loose for shorter lines

1.4



The ideal line is around 60 to 80 
characters long. This is mostly 
based on conventions, so keep 
your paragraphs at this max 
width. Now for the line height, a 
good rule of thumb is that the 
longer the lines get, the larger 
the line height should be. 
However, the shorter the line is, 
the smaller the line height can 
become. A good rule of thumb is 
to make it roughly 1.5 times the 
font size and then adjust it 
accordingly.

Line-height

Shorter lines can have a smaller line-height   

1.3



Line height: at least 1.5 times the font size; 

Letter spacing: at least 0.12 times the font size; 

Word spacing: at least 0.16 times the font size. 

SC 1.4.12 Text Spacing



The ideal line is around 60 to 80 
characters long. This is mostly 
based on conventions, so keep 
your paragraphs at this max 
width. Now for the line height, a 
good rule of thumb is that the 
longer the lines get, the larger 
the line height should be. 
However, the shorter the line is, 
the smaller the line height can 
become. A good rule of thumb is 
to make it roughly 1.5 times the 
font size and then adjust it 
accordingly.

How we set it



The  ideal  line  is  around  60  

to  80  characters  long.  This  

is  mostly  based  on  

conventions,  so  keep  your  

paragraphs  at  this  max  

width.  Now  for  the  line  

height,  a  good  rule  of  thumb  

is  that  the  longer  the  lines  

get,  the  larger  the  line  

height  should  be.  However,  

the  shorter  the  line  is,  the  

1.4.12 Text Spacing applied



The  ideal  line  is  around  60  

to  80  characters  long.  This  

is  mostly  based  on  

conventions,  so  keep  your  

paragraphs  at  this  max  

width.  Now  for  the  line  

height,  a  good  rule  of  thumb  

is  that  the  longer  the  lines  

get,  the  larger  the  line  

1.4.12  Text  Spacing  

applied

WHY A11Y?!





Hey, Oliver …



It’s me, A11Y!



Actually not, I was just f



                                 onting 
with you! LOL
Actually not, I was just f



Don’t be mad. 

Is this better?



I didn’t want to hurt your feelings! 

Why don’t you read on?



Why don’t you read on?



You’re right!





And I love you too ❤



 fits
One size never

all



all
It was never 
about



more



Size  1 rem min for copy, nothing below 12 px

Contrast  4.5:1 at least, the more, the better

Spacing  Adjust it according to the font size

Fonts  Know when to be expressive or not

Design  Not for all, but for more people



A11Y



YouTube 
Pimp my Type



FontFriday 
Weekly Newsletter



Workshop 
June 13 in Vienna
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Oliver Schöndorfer  

Now go out there and 
pimp that type!

pmty.pe/a11y
Slides + Newsletter

Freelance UI & App Designer


